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The University of Dayton 
HORN DICTIONARY BRINGS 
UNFAMILIAR TERMS TO LIGHT 
News Release 
Feb. 15, 1994 
Contact: Pam Huber 
DAYTON, Ohio - B.E.R.P. and gig bag, flipper and slurs, bumpers and ports - the 
first two could have something to do with frogs, the last two may be tugboat terms and 
maybe the middle two have something to do with angry dolphins? 
The one thing they all have in common is the horn. Richard Chenoweth, associate 
professor of music at UD, has written a "dictionary of the horn," a compilation of every horn 
term he could think of plus a touch of philosophizing on his part. The dictionary will be 
included in a book he's completing called A Resource Guide for Teaching the Horn. He 
intends it to be a resource for music teachers who don't have special knowledge of the horn 
but are responsible for teaching the techniques of the horn to students. 
Flippers, bumpers and ports are all names of horn parts. A gig bag is a soft-sided 
carrying case for the instrument, and slur refers to the technique of sliding from one pitch to 
another. B.E.R.P. stands for the Buzz Extension and Resistance Piece, a diagnostic tool that 
music teachers can use to determine a student's tone quality. 
Other tidbits from the dictionary? Don't call the instrument a French horn, even 
thougtf that's how most Americans refer to it, and don't think for a moment the hom has a 
spit valve. It's actually a water key. Hornists don't spit, but condensation does sometime 
find its way into the horn. 
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NOTE TO EDITORS: For media interviews, call Richard Chenoweth at (513) 229-3925. 
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